
Volume 1 of the high-energy, ultra-violent,
and hilarious supernatural mystery series
from bestselling Meanwhile author Jason
Shiga.

Jimmy cannot die.

When his body is killed, Jimmy simply takes over the
body of the person in closest proximity to him. Simple,
right? Not once Jimmy gets started. His mind is sharp
and highly analytical, and he cares about nothing but
his own survival and the survival of his adorable
daughter. To avoid the shadowy government agency
on his tail, Jimmy will do anything, even if it means
tearing the world down around him.

From the brilliant and profane mind of Jason Shiga,
known for his high-concept comics, comes a magnum
opus: a four-volume mystery adventure about the
shocking chaos (and astronomical body count) one
highly rational and utterly unscrupulous man can
create in the world, given a single simple
supernatural power.

Jason Shiga was born and raised in Oakland, California.
He is the author of Meanwhile, Empire State, Fleep,
Boohunter and over twenty other comic books and graphic
novels. He is also the creator of the world's second largest
interactive comic. His comics have a geeky side and often
feature exciting uses of mathematics and unusual
structural forms. Demon is his most ambitious project to
date. shigabooks.com

Praise For...

"Crazy + Genius = Shiga!" -Scott McCloud, author of
The Sculptor

The Demon series:
"It’s bizarre, sick, funny, and more than a little
depraved, all of which is part of its charm." -Nerdist
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OCTOBER
First Second
Comics & Graphic Novels
On Sale 10/4/2016
Trade Paperback , 176 pages
8.5 in H | 6.8 in W
Carton Quantity: 44
ISBN: 9781626724525
$19.99 / $27.99 Can.
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From the New York Times-bestselling
author of Andre the Giant comes a new
nonfiction work about another 1980s pop
culture icon--TETRIS!

Tetris is as ubiquitous as blue jeans and as addictive
as jelly beans. But did you ever wonder where it came
from? Probably not: Most computer programs have
fairly undramatic origin stories. Not Tetris.

In 1984, Alexey Pajitnov, a computer scientist
working for the USSR government, created a fun little
game that became a smash hit among the computer-
literate population of Moscow. Before long, it was
discovered by a British software firm. The rest, as they
say, is history....But it's a history full of high-stakes
business shenanigans and some fundamental
questions about the nature of play. Box Brown, author
of Andre the Giant: Life and Legend, blows open the
secret history of the game that saved Nintendo and
delves into what makes puzzles and games so
irresistible to human beings.

Box Brown is an Ignatz Award-winning cartoonist,
illustrator, and comic publisher from Philadelphia. His
book Andre the Giant: Life and Legend released in 2014 and
spent three weeks on the New York Times bestsellers list.
He launched the independent comics publishing house
Retrofit Comics in 2011. boxbrown.com

Praise For...

Andre the Giant:

"Its warts and more depiction of the French-born
figure’s odd life is ably illuminated by Brown in a
stylized but engaging manner." -Miami Herald
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BOX BROWN
Tetris
The Games People Play

OCTOBER
First Second
Comics & Graphic Novels
On Sale 10/11/2016
Trade Paperback , 256 pages
8.5 in H | 6 in W
Carton Quantity: 20
ISBN: 9781626723153
$19.99 / $27.99 Can.

Also available

Andre the Giant
9781596438514
$17.99/$19.99 Can.
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In the final volume of Last Man, the
long-awaited confrontation between
Adrian, Marianne, and Richard has
arrived, and its startling resolution is sure
to leave readers floored!

Marianne and Adrian Velba are in a dire
predicament: They've been kidnapped by an extremely
powerful group that is obsessed with the Valley of
Kings and has sinister plans for its captives.
Determined to foil those plans, Richard Aldana makes
some unlikely alliances and executes a daring rescue.
The three return to the Valley of the Kings, unaware
that their greatest danger awaits them there.

Bastien Vivès was born in 1984 in Paris. He spent his
childhood drawing with his brother. His studies focused on
illustration and animation at the École des Gobelins. His
first title came out in 2007.

Michaël Sanlaville graduated from the Emile Cohl school,
and later the Gobelins, after which he followed twin
careers in animation (at the Xilam studio) and in comics
with Casterman Publishers.

Balak (aka Yves Bigerel) graduated from the Gobelins
School of Animation in 2006. Balak works as a storyboard
artist, 2D animator, and TV show director in France. He
works with Marvel Comics on the new digital Infinite
Comics brand as a storyboard artist.

Praise For...

The Last Man series:

"Last Man is irresistible. This series is a winner."
-Paul Pope, author of Battling Boy

"Recommend to graphic novel fans looking for
something new--they will not be disappointed."
-School Library Journal
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BASTIEN VIVÈS, MICHAËL SANLAVILLE, BALAK
The Rescue

NOVEMBER
First Second
Comics & Graphic Novels
On Sale 11/1/2016
Trade Paperback , 208 pages
8.5 in H | 6 in W
Carton Quantity: 36
ISBN: 9781626720510
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.

Also available

The Chase
9781626720480
$9.99/$11.50 Can.
The Royal Cup
9781626720473
$9.99/$11.50 Can.
The Stranger
9781626720466
$9.99/$11.50 Can.
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